














































































RE

C.O.M.E.T. Civic
Communities of Maspeth Elmhurst Together, Inc.

PO Box 780LSL, Maspeth, NY 11378
Emai!: roedaraio@smail.com Phone: (718)803-1265

June 3, 20L6

lnt. No.411
A Locol Law to amend the adminisffdtive code of the city of New York in relation to
requirements and enlorcement of newsrock provisions,

We enthusiastically support lnt. No. 4LL which will mandate any person or entity that owns or
administers the location of a newsrack and its contents to maintain the newsrack and insure any material

being distributed to the public is current.

Newsracks are usually placed in high-traffic areas such as our commercial strips and are commonly
placed near intersections. lf not maintained, these racks become a target for graffiti vandals, dirty and

inoperative. The newsracks on our commercial strip in Maspeth have been abandoned for years and have

become eyesores and obstructions for those who live, work or attend school in our community.

We believe this legislation will mandate those who own these racks to act responsibly or remove

them entirely. We have been trying to accomplish this for years.

69th Ploce ot Grond Avenue, Mospeth

RE: Oversight Hearing on Sidewolks

We are pleased to hear the City Council is looking at the conditions of our sidewalks. Many of them are a
concern for pedestrians, homeowners and businesses.



The biggest problem that we have encountered civically are sidewalks that have been damaged by city
trees. Although trees fall under the auspices of the Parks Department, their actions affect our sidewalks.
We are concerned about our environment and believe trees not only help with excess water runoff
resulting in Combined Sewer Overflow pollution (CSO) but also help clean our air and cool us during the
summer months. However the proper species of trees need to be planted to avoid clogged sewers and

cracked and raised sidewalks. lt is difficult, if not impossible, to get the city to trim the tree roots and

replace the damaged sidewalk flags. lnstead, the city targets homeowners and issues violations for
hairline cracks! Seniors, children heading to schooland disabled people are at risk of tripping and falling.

Those of us who have grass ribbons in front of our homes try to maintain them and keep them green.

However, since the regulations changed and dogs can relieve themselves on sidewalks and grass ribbons
makes this task impossible. Oftentimes the homeowner is stuck cleaning up the mess. lt's no wonder
people are concreting these areas and adding to the Combined Sewer Overflow!

The recent court ruling that allows motorists to park their vehicle in a handicapped ramp in a T-

intersection is a huge concern. Many of our communities have streets that do not warrant traffic signals

in residential areas. The nearest traffic signal can be several blocks away. Many pedestrians (seniors,

disabled and schoolchildren) get to their destination by crossing at a T-intersection. A prime example is
TOth Street at 54th Avenue where lS 73 is located. There are many such intersections and something needs
to be done to address this issue.

These two photos were token in Mospeth. lt
is olso o direct route to Grond Avenue, our
moin shopping strip.

This photo wos also token in Maspeth. lt's hord to believe no one
hos tripped ond fallen of this roised sidewolk flog!

z--r**z;
Rosemarie Daraio, President

,il.
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Testimony: Dan Biederman, President 
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 Street Partnership 

1065 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 2400, New York, NY 10018 
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As the owner of 40-plus multi-rack newsracks, we are spending considerable resources to 

maintain and improve the appearance and utility of these sidewalk units.  We have spent more 

than $200,000 in the last two years on the 300 to 350 newsrack compartments we provide to 

publishers. 

 

We believe that some of the increased reporting requirements proposed in the legislation will be 

a burden to us and might undermine our efforts to maintain a successful newsrack program. 

 

The intent behind the proposed legislation is to improve the appearance of newsracks across the 

City; it is something we all agree is needed, and our partners at AM New York and Metro would 

concur. 

 

Vandalism and graffiti deface single and multi-rack newsracks and make for a serious burden on 

both proprietary and BID-owned multi-newsracks.   We need strong penalties for those who 

damage newsracks.  

 

Abandoned newsracks, such as by the Learning Annex and City Fig, are unsightly and in terrible 

condition; they detract from the appearance of our sidewalks.  A streamlined procedure for their 

removal is called for.  The NYC Department of Sanitation could be given the authority to 

remove and temporarily store newsracks that violate the existing DOT regulations. 

 

Repair and maintenance costs of newsracks are considerable. If some of the proposed regulations 

come into effect, the increased burden could be the demise of several newsrack programs. 

 

A few suggestions as related to the proposed legislation: 

 

We support the requirement to display a new DOT identification number for each specific 

newsrack; we suggest that these decals should also feature the exact location for the specific 

newsrack.    

                     

The DOT should make available to the public the mapping and location of all newsracks. 

  

The proposed rule that a publication may only occupy a single newsrack compartment within a 

multi-newsrack doesn’t contend with the varying sizes of publications, a publication’s popularity 

/ demand and their scheduled delivery date.  Such a regulation would impede the proposed 
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requirement that all newsracks must have a supply of a publication’s printed material 24 hours 

before and after a delivery date.  

 

 As for the requirement to lock a newsrack of a non-performing / non-filling publication, we 

suggest an alternate method: permit a “weekly cleaning rule.”  No lock is needed if a multi-

newsrack program could demonstrate that their newsracks are cleaned weekly. 

                          

Concerning removal requirements when a sidewalk shed is installed, we suggest that removal be 

required only if there is reasonable interference in pedestrian flow and / or specific construction 

work. 

 

Finally, while newsracks may not be used for advertising and marketing, there would be an 

improvement in the state of newsracks throughout the City if multi-newsrack programs were 

permitted a source of revenue, such as reasonably providing sponsorship opportunities. 

 

Thank you for your consideration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

Alliance for Downtown New York 
New York City Council Testimony on  

Int. Nos. 0411-2014, 0412-2014, 0427-2014, and T2016-4570 
Committee on Transportation 

June 23, 2016 
 
 

Good morning Chairperson Rodriguez and members of the Council. I am Jessica 
Lappin, President of the Downtown Alliance, the business improvement district serving 
an area roughly from City Hall to the Battery, from the East River to West Street.  
 
I would like to thank the Council and the Department of Transportation for their 
willingness to continue addressing the vexing problem of newsracks in the public 
realm.  This is a significant issue for those of us involved in the effort to beautify and 
maintain city sidewalks, but of especial import in Lower Manhattan, where the 
combination of narrow sidewalks and heavy pedestrian volume leave open sidewalk 
space at a premium.  
 
For the past decade, Lower Manhattan has been growing very rapidly – in 2015 the 
district had over 14 million visitors, almost triple the number it had a decade ago. We are 
home to over 60,000 residents and 266,000 employees. This is a recipe for sidewalk 
congestion. For years, we have advocated for legislation that would provide better 
oversight and enforcement of newsrack regulations.  
 
The Alliance has previously testified before the Council with specific recommendations; I 
believe it is worthwhile to reiterate some of the more important concerns this prior 
testimony has raised.  Notably, that sidewalk corners and other critical pedestrian 
access points be kept clear of all obstructions, including newsracks, and that newsrack 
owners be responsible for continuous upkeep and maintenance to prevent unnecessary 
injuries and sanitation or security concerns. Newsracks that are poorly maintained, 
placed improperly, and of non-standard sizes, detract from the streetscape and the 
pedestrian experience and public safety. We encourage the Council and the City to 
address the root cause of this problem through amended regulations in tandem with 
increased enforcement. 
 
The City Council bills being heard today are steps in the right direction. We welcome the 
opportunity to work closely with the city on issues pertaining to newsrack and newsrack 
placement and removal within our district, as well as on appearance, operation and 
maintenance issues.    
 
 



 

 

229 West 28th Street, Floor 6 

New York, NY 10001 

June 27, 2016 

Dear City Council Members & Committee on Transportation, 

 
Hello,  
 
My name is Tabitha Smiles and I’m the Circulation Director for the Epoch Times. 
  
I was unable to read my testimony on June 23rd at the Transportation Hearing due to time constraints 
but would like to have this letter added in to the discussion on the proposed amendments to the 
newsrack administrative code. 
 

To give a quick background on who we are, the Epoch Times is a weekly publication that upholds 
universal human values, rights, and freedoms. We are a business that puts our readers’ interests first.  
 

Our beginnings hailed from a great need to provide uncensored news to a people immersed in 
propaganda and censorship in China. Freedom of the press and humanity are the foundation of the 
Epoch Times. After having witnessed events like Tiananmen Square and the persecution of the 
spiritual group Falun Gong, a group of Chinese-Americans started publishing Epoch Times in 
Chinese in the U.S. and then the paper expanded to now being published in 21 languages in 35 
countries across five continents. Our mission is to Inform and Inspire.  
 

Since our inception, we have been providing truthful news reports about China that mainstream 
media, until recently, would not or could not report on. One primary example of this is the story of 
Falun Gong & Forced Organ Harvesting in China. We broke the story in 2006 and in 2012 received a 
prestigious award for continuing to report on this news. At that time few large media organizations 
would mention or cover this story. 
 

We kept reporting on this tragedy happening in China through the years and within the past 5 years 
many great changes have come about. Laws have now changed and China is now having to answer 
for this horrible genocide.  
 
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/2097522-1-5-million-potentially-killed-by-chinese-regime-for-their-
organs-report-reveals/ 
 

House Resolution 343 passed this month and now the United States has joined other countries that 
are calling on China to stop this persecution of its people and to answer the question about where 
they are getting their organs.  
  
 

 

http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/2097522-1-5-million-potentially-killed-by-chinese-regime-for-their-organs-report-reveals/
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/2097522-1-5-million-potentially-killed-by-chinese-regime-for-their-organs-report-reveals/
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It’s stories like this and our desire to positively inform people about the news that keeps us on the 
streets as a free publication since 2002. We’ve become part of the communities we’re in and receive 
tremendous feedback and support from our readers. 
 

Our staff handles the maintenance of our boxes and we use a third party delivery company to fill the 
boxes each week. We devote a lot of time and energy to keeping our boxes clean and in working 
order. We continue to tirelessly maintain and repair our boxes because we know this is the cost to 
keep our paper available to our readers.  
 

We appreciate the rules and guidelines from the City Council and DOT and we have no problem 
complying with these laws. We support the need to keep the streets of New York clean and safe for 
all.  
 
Having free newspapers available in newsracks has become a way of life for many New Yorkers and 
we bring this added benefit. 
 

Most of the citations we receive from DOT come from other unknown people moving our boxes.  
 

We feel there are ways to remedy these issues without having to put more undue hardships on small 
business owners thus driving away independent media outlets in a world that actually needs more 
independent reporting. 
 
One complaint brought up by the DOT was about the amount of time it takes for a “Notice of 
Violation” to be fixed by newsrack owners. We currently receive these via post which can take 3-7 
days to arrive. One suggestion to improve the speed in which we fix issues is to use an electronic 
notification system. Whether through their website or email they could notify us faster thus allowing 
for a quicker response time by business owners.  
 
By having a dialogue with the businesses who use newsracks and DOT, I think something meaningful 
can be done. Better communication between both parties would ensure better compliance rates.  
 

We also would like to support The New York Press Association and New York’s community and 
ethnic newspaper publishers who are urging the Transportation Committee and the City Council to 
not adopt any additional newsrack regulations, but instead, to enforce the existing regulations and to 
use its authority to remove abandoned newsracks from the sidewalks immediately.  
 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

 
 
 
 
Tabitha Smiles 
Director of Circulation  
O 212.239.2808 F 646.213.1219  
A 229 West 28th St., Floor 6, New York, NY 10001 
E tabitha.smiles@epochtimes.com 
 

mailto:tabitha.smiles@epochtimes.com

















